Woodworking

Rebate Planes / Block Planes

778 Rebate Plane

Featuring a quality cast iron body with an accurately ground
base, a double sided adjustable fence and an accurate depth
stop. The cutter has two positions for rebate and bull nose
work and can cut rebates up to 38mm (11/2in) wide.

Overall length: 255mm
Blade width: 38mm

Shoulder Bullnose
Rebate Plane

Low angle plane combining the functions of a shoulder plane
with the front extension fitted, a bull-nose plane using the
small nose section or a chisel plane with the nose removed.
The full width blade also allows use as a rebate plane and is
easy to set using the knurled adjustment screw.

Supplied
in wooden
storage box.

Overall length:
152mm

Supplied in wooden
storage box.

Blade width:
27mm

FAIPLANE778
£63.40 Ex VAT £76.08 Inc VAT

BLOCK PLANES

Designed for end grain work or
in any situation where a single
handed operation is required.
The low angle cutter and fully
adjustable mouth from ‘wide’,
for coarse work, to ‘narrow’ for
the fine shaving of awkward
grain, make these planes ideal
for all types of end grain work
and they are available in two
versions.

FAIPLANESHOU
£98.25 Ex VAT £117.90 Inc VAT

6012 Block
Plane
1
Cutter seated at 13 /2°. Particularly
effective on end grain and plastic
laminates.

Overall length: 160mm
Blade width: 35mm

912 Block Plane

Cutter seated at 21°. Ideal for end
grain and general purpose finishing.

Overall length: 160mm
Blade width: 42mm

Mouths are adjustable for coarse or fine work.

6012
FAIPLANE6012 - Wooden Box
£32.77 Ex VAT £39.32 Inc VAT

912
FAIPLANE912 - Wooden Box
£32.77 Ex VAT £39.32 Inc VAT

FAIPLANE60C - Cardboard Box
£29.56 Ex VAT £35.47 Inc VAT

6012 & 912
Block Plane Set

Supplied in a wooden storage box.

TWIN

PACK

For plane
replacement
parts see
page 84.

FAIPLANEBPS
£61.61 Ex VAT £73.93 Inc VAT
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